
 

Si te gusta MacGyver, estás de suerte. Todas las temporadas del cómico, en español. Browsing through Netflix for your next binge session? Check out the Spanish version of MacGyver! Fond of the late 80s/early 90s TV show? You’ll be happy to know that all seasons are currently available in Spanish. The series, which starred Richard Dean Anderson in the title role, is about espionage and problem-
solving using science and technology. It was initially broadcast by the American network ABC from 1985 to 1992. If you liked MacGyver then you're lucky enough- all seasons are currently available in Spanish. The series, which aired on America's ABC network between 1985 - 1992 starring Richard Dean Anderson as the titular character, is about solving problems with science and technology.
McDougall lived in the United States until the age of 16, when he entered the United States Air Force. While working as a mechanic on a C-130 Hercules transport plane, McDougall encountered an explosive device on board and was injured. His injury, however, made him decide to pursue mechanical engineering at Cornell University. He graduated in 1972 and worked for several aircraft companies
before becoming an engineer at the Douglas Aircraft Company. McDougall found himself drawn to television and media shortly after producing and directing some commercials and promo videos during his time with Douglas Aircraft. McDougall's wife, Angie, encouraged him to pursue a role in television. McDougall entered the field after landing a job as an engineer at the Network News Bureau in
1978. He left the bureau after being hired by NBC. McDougall soon became involved with producing segments for various NBC programs including interviews, news announcements and sports coverage. The series originally starred Robert Forster, but because of his contract with NBC he was replaced by Anderson. The series was produced by Carsey-Werner Productions.

http://www.macgyver.us/rar/ https://www.imdb.com/title/tvguide https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacGyver_(TV_series) https://usanetwork.com/tv-shows/macgyver/#tabsNace http://www.mackipedia.
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